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Chandelier 

Consonni 12 lights

Forged wrought iron chandelier with 12 

lights, worked entirely by hand; 

equipped with E27 system. 

Immersion varnished with anti-rust 

paint and shaded by brush. 

Realizable in every measure and with 

more light points.

(model in photo measures: diameter 100 cm, h 130 

cm with chain; price: €500,00 plus transport)



Original carriage 

wheel

Chandelier made using an original antique 
wagon wheel; artfully restored leaving its 
style intact. 

The chains, wall sconces and iron inserts are 
completely handmade in forged wrought 
iron, painted in black-silver finish. The 
ceramics are made by Italian master potters. 
Obviously they can be customized both in 
shape and in colors. E27 plant. 

(model in photo measures: wheel diameter cm 80 with 
appliques cm 120; price: from €1500,00 to €2200,00 plus 
shipping)



Chandelier Gold 10 lights

Wrought iron chandelier, with 10 light points. 

Gold color shaded bronze brush. E14 plant. 

Realizable from 3 to 20 light points.

(model in photo: diameter cm 80; price: €525,00 plus shipping)



Polychrome chandelier 

10 lights

Wrought iron chandelier with handmade roses, flowers and 

leaves. 

Article very special thanks to the multiplicity of  colors given by 

brush, layer on layer, until you get a range of  unique shades for 

each piece.

Realizable from 3 to 24 lights on several levels.

(model in photo: diameter cm 80; price €420,00 plus shipping)



Chandelier 

“Old America”

Hand forged, aged and waxed 
wrought iron chandelier with 6 
lights. 

The finish is completely handmade 
using a wax passed by brush over 
the aged iron, so it is unique; a new 
product with the antique look.

Available in 4 or 6 lights. All the 
components of  this article are 
Made in Italy. 

(model in photo: diameter cm 70; h cm 130 with 
chain; price: €330,00 plus shipping)



Lantern

Forged wrought iron lantern with leaves made 

completely by hand; arm made from forged 

square box. 

The dimensions of  this lantern make it unique. 

(model in photo: measures diameter 30 cm; h 100 cm; overhang 60 

cm; price €1200.00 plus shipping)



Forged iron 

bed

Double bed in forged 

wrought iron, completely 

handmade.

Available in various colors.

(model in photo: 170x200; price 

€1800,00 plus shipping)
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